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Модуль 1 

Unit 1 Behind the Kremlin walls 

Final Test 

Part 1,2 

1. Putin will 

be coming here for the formal 

meeting 

a. is 

suffering from the extreme 

cold outside 

2. Although 

this is not a public event 

b. by the 

Kremlin protocol department 

and they run to a strict time-

table.  

3. Having 

nearly just arrived the video 

cameraman’s equipment 

c. with the 

nine new ambassadors to the 

Russian Federation 

4. Events like 

these are organized 

d. the jobs 

he’d mostly enjoy 

 

5. Not 

surprisingly the President’s own 

official photographer 

e. it is 

covered by the media.   

6. But 

occasions like this are not 

f. about the 

President Putin’s image 

7. My 

favorite moments are the 

informal moments 

g. ran out 

to get closer to him than 

anyone else 

8. These 

photographs reveal many of the 

contradictions 

h. like 

when the President’s on 

holiday 

9. He is i. as a 



portrayed as an authoritarian 

leader, but also 

warmer man of the people 

Part 3,4 

1. By 

midnight the Kremlin 

a. to all the 

most important people in the 

Kremlin, including the 

President 

2. The office 

corridors are deserted, but some 

of 

b. freer than it 

used to be. 

3. Larissa 

and Alexandra will clip 

c. the 

President’s staff are still at work

4. This will 

be sent first thing in the 

morning 

d. when 

taking a political temperature 

5. The press 

is quite a bit 

e. seems 

quiet 

6. There are 

of course pro-government 

papers and old style 

f. could 

express an opinion about who 

would be the next President, 

7. Larissa 

doesn’t even bother to look at 

tabloids 

g. the most 

important stories to produce 

press digest. 

8. No 

newspaper under the Soviet 

system 

h. Communist 

papers like Pravda 

9. I will put 

this article in the digest; it’s 

about 

i. the 

political future after 2008 

 



Модуль 2 

Unit 2-Dmitri Pescov- the Kremlin’s Master of Spin 

Final Test 

Match A to B 

 A      B 

1. Dmitri 

Pescov 

a. is officially 

first deputy to the presidential 

Press Secretary, unofficially he is 

known as the Kremlin’s master of 

spin. 

2. But to 

get close to what happens on the 

other side of the Kremlin walls 

b. a distinct 

advantage as Pescov sweeps past 

the other cars stuck in a Moscow 

rush hour. 

 

3. having a 

car with a flashing blue light and 

a Kremlin number plate has 

c. you need to 

get to know Dmitri Sregeevich 

Pescov. 

4. As we 

approach the Kremlin itself 

d.  the whole 

history of this country. 

5. This Red 

Square witnessed 

e. filming has 

to stop. 

 

6. The job 

of Dmitri Pescov and his team 

f. the image of 

the president needs to be 

presented both at home and 

abroad much more carefully than 

it used to be under the soviet 

regime. 



7. In a 

society where the press is much 

freer than it was 

g. at the press 

department is crucial to the 

presidency of Vladimir Putin.  

8. Although 

like all spin doctors 

h. in Kremlin 

building # 14 

 

9. Our job 

is to ensure that what 

i. Dmitri 

insists he is just presenting the 

truth. 

10. Western 

media   are not so willing 

j. our president 

does is highlighted objectively.  

11. Dmitri 

Pescov’s office 

k. to be 

objective in focusing on Russia , 

in focusing on Russian president. 

12.I’m sometimes complaining that 

 

l. as if he is not 
the man who cares about the 
interests of this country. 

13.He is being blamed for 

everything 

 

m. unfortunately 
this job made it impossible for me 
to feel such feelings again. 

14.He’s being blamed for  n.  putting 
things back to order in this 
country. 

15Well, he just insists on 

 

o.  authoritarian 
regime 

 



 

Модуль 3 

Unit 3-Presidential Press Conference 

Final Test 

Match A to B 

 A      B 

1. Putin has 
instigated a new Russian 
tradition 

a. and those 
who have got Pescov’s mobile 
number are continually 
interupting him to request access. 

2. The 
conference is also open to 
foreign journalists 

b. the annual 
marathon press conference; two 
hours of live TV coverage as the 
president faces questions from 
the Russian press.  

3. For the 
Press department and for 
Dmitri Pescov this conference 

c. who has 
ever had such a press conference. 

4. I cannot 
recall any other country, any 
other president in the world  

d. will be one 
of the major events of the 
Russian political calendar . 

5. Gromov, 
the press secretary, 

e. the 
temperature in Red Square is – 
20C . 

6. It’s 7 
o’clock on the morning of the 
press conference and 

f. he knows 
personally lost of journalists, and 
of cause he knows certain 
journalists from federal TV 
channels, he knows some foreign 
journalists. 



7. The 
journalists who managed to get 

g. accreditation 
start arriving at the Kremlin .  

8. It will 
take 5 hours to get  

 

h. the final 
preparations are being made  

9. In the 
conference chamber 

i. through all 
the rigorous security procedures. 

10. When a 
live TV audience is waiting 

j. will have to 
face the questions for real. 

11. Tomorrow 
president Putin   

 

k. even the 
president with the reputation for 
being late turns up on time. 

12. The press 
conference starts at 12 o’ clock 
and 

l. begins and 
the early cameraman catches the 
best tripod  position 

13. The doors 
to the conference room itself 
open 2 hours before the event 

m. will be 
televised for 2 hours to a 
potential  audience  of more than 
a 100,000,000. 

14. Well, of 
cause there are sensitivities 

n. be a slightly 
different Putin, 

15. This 
appears to 

o. well, of 
cause you can predict what is 
going to be asked by foreign 
media  

16. He seems 
almost excited or, perhaps, he 
is nervous 

 

p. of the 
prospect of answering 
journalists’ questions in front of a 
live TV audience. 

 

 



Модуль4 

Unit 4 Lennon’s Anniversary 

Final Test 

Match A to B 

 A      B 

1. It is this 
dark night  

a. murdered 
outside the Dakota Apartment 
building, his New York home. 

2. The 
former Beatle John Lennon  

b. December 
8, 1980 that is being 
remembered 

3. “We 
literally held his heart in my 
hand and pumped 

c. can 
remember exactly where they 
were when they first heard the 
news. 

4. Many, 
many people from all works of 
life c 

d. his heart to 
see if we could get his life 
back, to see if we could get his 
heart beating.” 

5. Lennon’s 
widow Yoko Ono  

e. in Central 
Park set up in Lennon’s 
memory to pay their respects. 

6. Today 
fans will be going to 
Strawberry fields  

f. was with 
him when he was killed. 

7. For many 
Lennon’s philosophy of  

g. that’s what 
the world needs now. 

8. The core 
of John’s message was peace, 
peace and love and peace and  

h. peace is 
more relevant than ever. 

 



9. He is in 
prison,  

 

i. because 
John Lennon when he came 
here in the 1970s he really 
embraced New York. 

10. I think it 
is very poignant for the people 
of New York  

j. years later 
the world hasn’t finished with 
him or his music. 

11. Lennon’s 
- was an unfinished life but 
clearly 25  

k. he got a 
life sentence. 

12. He‘s tried 
to get parole three times,  

l. what went 
on with him. 

13. Nobody 
really understands  

m. the last 
time he tried was last year, it 
hasn’t worked 

14. Others 
say he  that did this really 
because   

n. and 
Strawberry fields and pay 
homage to John Lennon. 

15. Whenever 
people are in New York ,Tom, 
they go to that spot ….   

o. he wanted 
to get his name in the papers 
which he certainly did. 

16. I think 
what they really know about  

p. deranged 
mentally, 

17. I mean he 
was  

q. is his 
music at least, that’s what I’ve 
been finding out. 

18. I wish 

 

r. John was 
here with me 



 

Модуль 5 

Unit 5 Al Gore’s acceptance speech  

Final Test 

Match A to B 

 A      B 

1. Scientists 
reported with the unprecedented 
alarm that the North Polar Ice 
Cap  

a. are nearly 
out of water due to massive 
droughts and melting glaciers. 

2. In the 
last few months it has been 
harder and harder to misinterpret 
the signs  

b. already 
inhabited by people with 
different cultures, religions and 
tradition increasing the potential 
for conflict 

3. Major 
cities in the South and North 
America, Asia and Australia  

c. on which 
we depend is being ripped and 
fray. 

4. Peoples 
in the frozen Arctic and low-
lying Pacific islands are planning 

d. is, in their 
words, “falling off the cliff.” 

5. Climate 
refugees have migrated into areas 

e. that our 
world is spinning out of kilter 

6. We are 
recklessly burning and clearing 
our forests and driving  

f. evacuations 
off places they have long called 
home 

7. The very 
wealth of life  

g. in his 
words “…we are evaporating 
our coal mines into the air 

8. We 
never intended to cause all this 

h. more and 
more species into extinction 



destruction  

9. . One of 
the very first winners of the prize 
in chemistry worried that.” 

i. whole 
societies can at least for a time 
ignore them 

10. Yet as 
George Orwell reminds us  

j. just as 
Alfred Nobel never intended 
that dynamite be used for 
waging war 

11. When 
large truths are genuinely 
inconvenient  

k. can throw 
so much debris and smoke into 
the air it could block life-giving 
sunlight from our atmosphere 
causing a nuclear winter. 

12. Now we 
and the Earth climate are locked 
in the relationships familiar to 
the war planners –. 

l. “Sooner or 
later a false belief bumps up 
against a solid reality, usually 
on a battlefield” 

13. . More 
than two decades ago scientists 
calculated that nuclear war 

m. mutually 
assured destruction 

14. Now 
scientists are warning us that if 
we do not quickly reduce the 
global warming pollution that is 
trapping so much of the heat our 
planet normally radiates back out 
of the atmosphere  

n. :”Some say 
the world will end in fire, some 
say in ice; either, he notes, 
would suffice.” t 

15. .. As the 
American poet Robert Frost 
wrote 

o. to make 
peace with the plane 

16. It is time. p. we are in 
danger of creating a permanent 
carbon summer 

 



Модуль 6 

Unit 6 Al Gore’s interview to the BBC program HARDtalk. 

Final Test 

Match A to B 

 A      B 

1. Your 

film “An inconvenient truth” is 

clearly setting out to convince 

the people around the world 

  

a. that there 

were “elements of alarmism 

and exaggeration.” 

2. 2500 

scientists at the top of their 

fields all around the world 

b. are not in 

any trouble at all, and doing 

perfectly fine, 

3. The 

judge after the deliberation said 

c. that it is 

indeed the truth and just take 

one more important point, than 

perhaps the polar bears. 

4. Out of 

the thousands of facts in the film

d. have now 

issued 4 unanimous reports. 

5. The 

polar bears 

e. the 

Greenland ice shelf or the 

Western Antarctic ice shelf are 

melting away and that it could 

happen in the near future. 

6. It is 

plainly incumbent upon you to 

f. he raised 

questions about a few. 



make sure 

7. You 

refer in your film to the real 

prospect that 

g. were so 

extreme as to make it 

impossible for the computer 

models to incorporate them 

8. You 

paint a picture including graphic 

images of Manhattan 

h. that we are 

facing a planetary emergency. 

9. When 

the scientists last studied this in 

the full report they decided that 

the changes under way in 

Greenland and Western 

Antarctica  

i. so we are 

going to give equal time to 

these two cases 

10. And the 

IPCC says quite plainly that on 

the scenarios they are currently 

running  

j. being 

potentially inundated with 

water 

11. In 

trying to make the case. 

k. up 6 

meters worldwide 

12. Sea 

levels would go  

l. sea rise is 

not going to go beyond 1.4 

meters before the end of the 

century. 

13. At this 

point of time we really cannot  

m. , you 

exaggerate and lose credibility 



14. All 

news media has the 

responsibility not  

n. what I 

question is the way in which 

people like Al Gore present the 

problem 

15. On the 

one hand most scientists who 

say the Earth is round, but on 

the other hand, a few say that 

it’s flat,  

o. to fall into 

the trap of these ideological 

opponents of taking action 

16. I do not 
doubt there is a genuine 
problem of climate change, and 
I don’t doubt that it is man-
made,  

p. place an 
upper bound on sea level rise 

17. Forgive 
me 

q. let me just 
continue the thought 

 

 


